
VertiTex WeiTop, Universal and Zip

The vertical awning that 

provides privacy and sun protection 

www.weinor.com

Create a private environment on your patio with VertiTex –

transparent, air and light permeable

Winner of the red dot design

award 2008 for high quality of

design

NEW!
VertiTex with Zip
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Feel right at home – well protected from 

low-lying sun, winds and curious onlookers 

Spend quality time on your patio –
undisturbed! 

With the VertiTex vertical shade, you can shade your
patio or your windows exactly as you please and block
out the sun no matter where it stands. The well-
engineered mechanics make retrofitting the VertiTex

system an easy task. The system blends in neatly with
weinor patio roofs and conservatories. 

Without VertiTex, your patio is wide open

to cross winds, low-lying sun and curious

onlookers. With VertiTex you can create

a decent amount of privacy – for your

patio roof or your conservatory. 
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3-507/N 3-508/N 3-509/N

3-510/N 3-527/N 3-528/N

Soltis® fabrics

Fabrics from the Soltis®

collection go particularly
well with VertiTex (see above
photo). While no one can
look in, you can see every-
thing from inside. Soltis®

fabrics are highly tear-resist-
ant and dirt-repellent. The
built-in micropores provide
enhanced ventilation.

Choose from 47 frame colours, 8 scratch-resistant and robust 

trend colours and a further 200 special RAL colours!

Acrylic fabrics

Alternatively, you can opt 
for one of nine exceptionally
robust, seamless acrylic
fabrics. The nano-coating
provided keeps the surface
from soiling quickly and
prevents mould stains. 

Transparento fabrics

Made of see-through poly-
glass film, these transparent
synthetic fabrics offer shelter
from the wind and other ele-
ments without restricting your
view. They are tear-resistant
and elastic and can withstand
temperatures of up to about
65°C. Transparento fabrics 
are particularly well-suited for
use in the catering trade.
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Since the weinor system all comes from one and the same source,

everything from the technology to the colours matches up

perfectly

Perfect for patio roofs, 
conservatories or windows

The VertiTex system can be used in many ways and 
can be retrofitted easily thanks to its sophisticated
technology. Choose from VertiTex WeiTop, which
locks into the gutter on our WeiTop roofs, VertiTex

Universal for windows and balconies, or VertiTex Zip

with rail guide for difficult–to-reach areas. 

Coordinated aesthetics cut
from the same cloth

With its connecting cover
caps, the shades in your
conservatory will appear

completely uniform and
create an enclosed area. 
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Convenience by remote control 

You can control your VertiTex in total
comfort from your favourite spot.

Shading for large areas
with the VertiTex – for widths of up to 6 m
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Easy, yet perfect

installation of

your vertical

shade

VertiTex WeiTop to hang 

in your guttering 

VertiTex Universal can be mounted

on a wide variety of surfaces

VertiTex Zip

In areas with strong winds,
the VertiTex Zip prevents the
vertical awning from knock-
ing against other sur-
faces. This is made
possible by the
guide rails situ-
ated to the left
and right of the
window. The result:
optimised product protec-
tion. With the rails holding
the fabric snug against the
windows, the VertiTex Zip

also guards against insects

VertiTex WeiTop

The VertiTex WeiTop vertical
shade is simply hung into 
the guttering of the weinor
patio roof or conservatory
and the side fittings screwed
into place. In next to no time,
you will be able to use your
patio or your conservatory
with no disturbances. With a
maximum width of 600 cm
and a height of 240 cm, even
large areas can be shaded
without interruption.

VertiTex Universal

Thanks to its various installa-
tion methods the VertiTex

Universal is, of course, also
suitable as a shade
for your win-
dows or bal-
cony. The small
housing and the
unobtrusive rope
guide blend into
the surroundings and form a
unified whole with the win-
dows. The VertiTex Universal

can be retrofitted easily.

(different housing

dimensions apply

depending on the

version)
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VertiTex Universal with Zip

wall mounting 

NEW



6 We reserve the right to make technical changes.* for an additional charge

VertiTex quality standards

Other makes can also be easily fitted

with the VertiTex at a later date if

required. 

Award-winning design 

weinor is known for its first-
rate product design – and
now has the award to prove
it! The weinor VertiTex has
received the internationally
acclaimed red dot award

from Design Zentrum Nord-
rhein Westfalen. 

Technical details VertiTex WeiTop VertiTex Universal VertiTex Zip

Max. width 600 cm 600 cm 600 cm

Max. awning hight 240 cm (220 cm at 9 acrylic fabrics)

Casing size (w x h) 7.9 cm x 14.6 cm 8.3 cm x 7.4 cm 8.3 cm x 7.4 cm

Side guide rail stainless steel wire stainless steel wire guide rails

Coupled units not available not available not available

Crank operation not available not available not available

Motor drive included, the cable can be included, cable routing included, cable routing 
concealed by running it depending on the depending on the 
through the roof support conditions at the conditions at the 

place of installation place of installation

Remote control WeiTronic* WeiTronic Combio-868 MA, (mounted externally. 
See main price list for suitable WeiTronic hand-held transmitters)

Choice of fabric Soltis® 86, 9 acrylic fabrics (standard), Soltis® 92*, 93*, see-through fabric

47 standard RAL colours included included

Other RAL colours available (extra charge) available (extra charge) available (extra charge)

8 trend colours available (extra charge) available (extra charge) available (extra charge)

Other structure colours available (extra charge) available (extra charge) available (extra charge)

Types of mounting gutter from the wall mounting, wall mounting,
WeiTop range ceiling mounting ceiling mounting

Fasteners rope bracket with stay small rope bracket guide rails
(6.6 cm/10.0 cm/14.5 cm), (standard), 
rope bracket for large rope bracket, rope 
indented posts bracket for windowsill
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Proven top quality
Awning technology for the highest demands

We offer the very highest quality 

weinor puts a lot of emphasis on quality, from
the design and materials to workmanship,
mounting and service, so you can enjoy your
VertiTex for a long time.

Made in Germany – 
certified top weinor quality

The best advice from your

experts

The best way to get an idea
of what the ideal VertiTex

system is for your window or
patio is to get advice from 
an expert. Our competent
dealers will be happy to
advise you, giving you sound
advice and assistance on 
all technical and aesthetic
matters.

Quality is our uppermost aim.
That’s why all our products are
designed with durability and
safety in mind, as numerous
certificates from Germany’s
inspection authorities (TÜV)
show. weinor invests a lot in
the development of new prod-
ucts. The result: innovative
products made in Germany.

Longevity

We don’t cut corners,
big or small. All our
small parts such as

screws, nuts and bolts
are made of stainless steel so
they will last especially long.
All other parts are powder
coated in an elaborate pro-
cess. This makes them impact
and scratch resistant.

VertiTex technology you’ll
embrace for a long time

Thanks to the patent pend-
ing “floating bearing with
brush mechanism”, the fabric
is far less prone to creasing. 

Stainless-steel guide
bolts and the float-
ing bearing connec-

tion to the front rail
make certain that there

is enough play to withstand
strong winds. The bolts
ensure that the shade can be
opened and closed safely
without jamming.
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Rediscover your patio

www.weinor.com

Your dealer will be happy to advise you:

Your dream patio
at any time of year

� weinor conservatories

� weinor awnings

� weinor patio roofs 

with VertiTex awning

and strong winds. Wet fabric creases more easily and 
as far as possible should only be retracted after drying
out (please take care in strong winds and avoid the
formation of puddles). Depending on the colour of the
ordered frame we supply all small parts as well as crank
handles and drives for units with crank mechanisms in
black (similar to RAL 9005), white (similar to RAL 9016)
or grey (similar to weinor 7319).
For patio roof, Glasoase®, conservatory: contact a
qualified conservatory builder for information on the
causes of condensation and occasional cracking noises,
and on how to avoid these from the outset during 
the planning stage. 

Important Informations:
For textile sun protection: Creases can form in the fabric
and when folding the awning cloth. That can lead to
the areas of the fold appearing darker when seen
against the light, particularly with light colours. Folds in
the fabric in the areas of the seam, border and panels
can be caused by multiple layers of fabric and different
diameters of rolled up fabric. The stresses in the fabric
caused by this can lead to rippling (e.g. waffle or fish-
bone shapes). This is normal to differing degrees with
nearly all awning fabrics. Creases and folds in the fabric
do not reduce the awning’s value or its suitability for
its purpose. Awnings and conservatory blinds are for
protection from the sun and should be rolled up in rain 
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� The Glasoase® from the 

weinor world of terraces

No matter what you want to use your patio for,

weinor has the right product for you – awning, 

patio roof, Glasoase® and conservatory

As an experienced specialist, your weinor dealer 
will help you throughout the process, from 
planning to completion. They will help make 
your patio dreams come true and will sup-
port you with advice and help. That way 
you stay on the safe side at all times. 


